
Insurance Solutions Overview 

A comprehensive AI-powered underwriting ecosystem for Commercial, 
Specialty and E&S lines, designed by seasoned insurance professionals.

Benefits experienced by our customers

Faster decisioning 

Improvement in 
3-year loss ratios

Reduction in triage 
costs

Improved collaboration
 & consistency

Ingest. Extract. Clear. Route. 

Omni-channel ingestion and AI 
driven triage for 100% 
submissions
Contextual extraction and 
real-time data validation & 
enrichment
Dynamic rules with early 
knock-outs and clearance
Broker communications, 
submission prioritization and 
underwriter routing

Enrich. Inform. Insight. Recommend.

800+ triangulated risk insights 
from thousands of external 
sources
Line-specific exposure alerts 
based on underwriting 
guidelines
Generative AI powered 
summaries & recommendations
APIs into quoting, rating and 
underwriting systems with 
headless option

Analyze. Price. Bind. Service.

100+ pre-built capabilities; 240 
user journeys
Configurable & customizable 
components; single/multi-line 
quotes
Account centric underwriting 
with contextual data insights 
and loss analysis

Our products 

Full PAS capabilities: Issue, 
Endorse, Reinstate, Renew & Audit 
Real time integration to pricing 
and rating rules, and more across 
lines of business

Intellect 
Design Arena



Reach out today!

Full UW cycle support to rapidly quote and win business

AI driven ingestion 
Omni-channel ingestion; 500+ 
formats, 100% unstructured 
Emails, loss runs, Excel exposures, 
ACORD forms, broker spec and 
more

Configurable workflows & UI
Configure workflows, set 
authority levels & manage 
automated work assignments
Build broker portals with 
pre-built components 

AI enrichment & selection
ML-based assignment for NAICS 
and ISO codes
Quick-declines & complex 
clearance checks 

Document management
Capture underwriter thoughts 
for training and audit
Generate documents for quote 
letters, emails and documents.

Issue, endorse, renew
200+ pre-built APIs to existing 
systems
Automated/ manual renewal 
process for expired policies.

Dashboards
Configure account level reports 
including activity and audit trail
Track underwriter and agency 
performance

Rules engine
Embedded rules for selecting 
and triaging best-fit submissions 
Configure rules such as STP, 
eligibility, risk groups, &
underwriting questions

Multi-product, multi-quoteAI driven Risk Insights 
360 degree intel on companies 
and locations
Contextual Risk insights from 
8000+ data sources 
Summarized risk assessments & 
recommendations using 
Generative AI

Unified quote across lines of 
business
Account centric view with 
contextual data 
Automated data pre-fill for easy 
price comparisons
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We are an InsurTech Transformation Partner with contemporary AI and ML solutions, data insights 
triangulated from thousands of sources, and agile technology, data science and consulting teams - taking a 
strategic approach to tackling the biggest challenges for insurance.  
Our underlying technology powers sophistication with simplicity ensuring an engaging and insightful user 
journey. Our AI cloud native products are known to address the most complex business objectives with the 
highest accuracy of outcome. We seamlessly ensure our customers accelerate their transformation journey, 
while easily adapting as business models and technology evolves. 

www.intellectai.com


